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Good morning, Chairwoman Bonds and members of the Committee on Housing & 

Neighborhood Revitalization. My name is Yesim Sayin Taylor and I am the Executive 

Director of the D.C. Policy Center, an independent, nonpartisan think tank committed to 

advancing policies for a strong and vibrant economy in the District of Columbia. I thank 

you for the opportunity to testify on Bill 23-873. 

Today, the D.C. Policy Center published a policy brief analyzing the potential impacts of 

B23-873. Here are the main takeaways from this study: 

• At present, D.C. has 72,878 rent-controlled units. If the Council enacted this bill 

today, the number of rent-controlled units would immediately increase by 13,245. 

Most these units are in small buildings with four units, concentrated in Ward 5.  

• Over time, through 2033, 26,300 more units would be impacted. 15,200 of these 

units are in Ward 6.  

• Rent restrictions impact net operating incomes, which, in return reduce taxable 

assessments. Under B23-873, the beginning impacts would be muted because the 

pandemic-induced economic recession is already putting a downward pressure on 

rents and assessments. But over time, as the economy recovers and as more units 

are added, the value and tax losses could be significant.  

o Compared to a very conservative baseline of 2.9 percent growth in taxable 

assessments (the projected growth for 2024 in the CFO’s September revenue 

estimates), B23-873 would likely result in assessed values that are lower by $3 billion 

by 2033—a loss of $134M in tax revenue combined between 2021-2033.  

o Compared to a baseline growth that mimics how assessed values grew between 

2014-19 period, B23-873 could produce assessed values that are lower by $6 

billion—a loss of $270M in taxes. 

• There is no guarantee that B23-873 would create citywide benefits. Some units 

would be converted to condos, and others might never be built. Further, there is a 

rental market beyond rental apartments in the city, made up of single-family homes 

and condominiums, and basements. This shadow rental market has an estimated 

55,000 units within the financial reach of households that make under 80 percent of 

AMI. Affluent renters with limited access to the rent-controlled stock could bid up the 

rents in the shadow rental market, displacing lower-income households.  

Thank you for the opportunity to testify. I am happy to answer any questions you might 

have.  
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Appendix 

Salient features of B23-873 

Area Policy Current Law Proposed changes 
Universe 
of rentals 

Exemption from law Owners with fewer than five units in 
buildings that received their building 
permits after 1975.  

Owners with fewer than four 
units in buildings that received 
their building permits in the last 
15 years.  

Rent 
Increases 

Annual rent increase for 
existing tenants 

CPI + 2 percent, capped at 10 
percent.  
 
Rents can increase if no increase 
happened in the last 12 months.  
 
 

CPI only, capped at 5 percent. 
 
 
Rents can only increase in the 
13th month after the last 
increase. 

Rent increase on vacant 
units 

10 percent if the previous tenant was 
in the unit for under 10 years, 20 
percent otherwise. 

Not allowed.  

Petitions Hardship petition Permanent increase to achieve a rate 
of return of 12 percent.  

Permanent increase to achieve 
a rate of return that equals to 
the return on a 10-year 
Treasury Note during January 
of each year. 
 
Limit increases to 5 percent 
each year implemented over 
three years. 
 
Have a reserve account in 
place. 
 

Substantial rehabilitation 
petition 

Permanent increase up to 25 percent 
to cover the cost of investment.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Temporary increase up to 25 
percent to cover the cost of 
investment.  
 
Increase spread over the IRS 
definition of depreciation 
period. For rental buildings, 
that is 27.5 years. 
 
Have a reserve account in 
place. 
 

Capital improvement 
petition 

Temporary surcharge on rents (15 
percent if only less than all units are 
improved, 20 percent if all units are 
improved) to pay for capital 
investments.  
 
The surcharge is spread over 64 
months if improvements apply to 1 or 
more units or 96 months if they apply 
to the entire building. 
 

Temporary surcharge on rents 
(15 percent if only a few units 
are improved, 20 percent if all 
units are improved) to pay for 
capital investments. 
 
The surcharge is calculated by 
using IRS depreciation 
schedules but spread at most 
over 64 or 96 months. 
 
Have a reserve account in 
place. 
 

Services and facilities 
petition 

Rents can go up or down with 
significant changes in services or 
available facilities 

Have a reserve account in 
place. 
 

Voluntary agreements Rents can increase for future tenants 
in return for improvements if 70 
percent of the current tenants agree.  

Disallowed. 
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Research questions

01 How would B23-873 impact the 

landscape of rent-controlled units?

02 How would B23-873 change rents, 
building valuations and taxes?

03 How would the market respond?



01 How would B23-873 impact the 

landscape of rent-controlled housing?



• Current stock –
72,878 in 2,157 
buildings

• 13,245 new rent-
controlled units upon 
implementation, most 
in small buildings 
(2021)

• 26,296 more units 
added gradually 
through 2033, most in 
large multi-family built 
after 2006

• By 2033, 112,419 units 
would be impacted.



Wards 5 and 6 could see the largest increases in rent-controlled units



02 How would B23-873 change rents, 
building valuations and taxes?



• Rents in rent-controlled 
units have grown at an 
average rate of 2.8 
percent since 2005.

• This is well below CPI+2 
percent. Even Class A 
buildings had slower 
rent growth.

• It is also below rent 
inflation, which was 3 
percent through the 
same period.

• If DC had “CPI only” rule, 
rents would have growth 
at closer to 2.3 percent.

• At present CPI estimate 
is 1.8 percent.



First Cohort 

122%

Projected rent growth under B23-873



How did we assess the impact on valuations and 
taxes?
• Lower rents = lower net operating incomes = lower assessments
• This means taxes are going to be lower under B23-873
• We built a model with three baselines.
• Period between now and 2033
• How would property values grow if they grew the same way as 

2006-2019?
• How would property values grow if they grew the same way as

2014-19?
• How would property values grow if they grew at 2.9 percent (the 

projected growth for real property taxes for 2024 by OCFO)
• We compare it to the projected growth under B23-873. We use 1.8 

percent as the CPI, which would be a hard cap on rent growth. 
• 1.8 percent is the projected CPI for 2024 by the OCFO.



• We estimated the growth 
in the baseline scenarios 
and the B23-873 scenario 
separately for the rent-
controlled stock,  small 
buildings, and large multi-
family because they have 
different growth histories.

• Under B23-873,  even 
under the most 
conservative scenario, 10 
percent of value is lost, 
but it could be as high ad 
a third of the value.

• Our estimate range: $3B 
to $7B by 2033.



Initial impacts of B23-
873 would be small at 
the beginning because 
rent growth 
expectations and 
assessment growth 
projections are either 
negative or very low.

Over time, as the 
recovery begins, and 
as more units fall under 
rent control, the losses 
would grow, and could 
reach anywhere 
between $134M and 
$517M combined 
through 2033. 



03 How would the market respond?



If rent growth under B23-
873 does not provide
sufficient returns, some 
units could be converted to 
condominiums.

If this conversion rate 
mimics what has happened 
in DC since the enactment 
of the Rental Housing Act, 
the stock could be 13,000 
units lower in 2033 than the 
actual number of units that 
would be covered with no
leakage.

If leakage mimics what 
happened between 1985 
and 1992, we could end up 
where we started.



Some units might never be constructed.

If the city built at the 

same rate as it did 

between 2005 and 

2019, we would have 

had 81,000 more 

housing units.



• Rents might be curtailed in 
the rent-controlled stock, 
but rents could increase 
faster in other types of 
rentals.

• D.C. has 80,000 units in the 
“shadow rental market.” 
About 55 thousand of these 
units are within easier 
financial reach of lower 
income households.

• If high income renters flock 
to these stocks because of 
lower turnover, or fewer 
units, these affordable, 
attainable homes could 
disappear.

How affordable are shadow rental units?
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